Adaptive Capacity for Transforming Schools
uses Human Systems Dynamics to strengthen adaptive capacity among staff and
students in 21st century schools. It embeds adaptive practice through teaching and
coaching as team members across the system develop skills and understandings
necessary to work together toward system-wide change.
What?
School reform has largely been about measuring outcomes for students, reorganizing
systems and processes for adults, and engaging more voices in shared decision making.
Reform was built around changing activities that engage people--new programs, new
structures, new relationships. While there have been some pockets of success, system-wide
change and success for all students has eluded our grasp as a country.
At Human Systems Dynamics Institute, we have evidence that sustainability and learning in
a system are not only about program or organizational activities that engage people. They
are also about engaging people in deeper, more responsive ways. Evidence and experience
tell us that real systems change is only possible when we build capacity for informed
decision making and action taking that respond to challenges we face.
Human Systems Dynamics helps people build adaptive capacity as they engage in
generative learning, working on their own challenges in their own day-to-day work. It
teaches us to
•

See underlying patterns of decision making and interaction in the world around us;

•

Make sense of the dynamics that drive those patterns;

•

Design and take options for action to shift those patterns toward greater productivity
and sustainability.

So What?
In the changing landscape of today’s world, learning and sustainability depend on adaptive
capacity, the ability of individuals and groups to create deep understanding of their world as
they plan for and take informed action. Adaptive Capacity for Transforming Schools
helps change patterns of interaction and decision making to adapt what we do based on
what we know about learning and on what we know about the needs of our students. Deep
reform is not about implementing someone else’s program with enough fidelity. It is about
meeting the needs of our own students in our own classrooms as we help them learn to
respond and take informed action in a world that they cannot predict or control.
Now What?
HSD Professionals, skilled in theory and practice of HSD, offer their services in systems that
want to bring about real change for students. We engage with educators in a multiple cycles
of Adaptive Action.
•

What are the existing barriers and assets to generative learning?

•

So what does that mean in this system and what steps will increase learning at all
levels? What skills need to be taught? Who needs to be involved? What coaching will
move the system toward independent adaptive practice?

•

Now what will we do as we learn new skills and begin to put them into practice? Now
what changes do we see? Now what new challenges can we meet?

If you and your system are interested in building adaptive capacity to meet the needs of
21st century learners, contact us at rholladay@hsdinstitute.org.
www.hsdinstitute.org

50 East Golden Lake Road
Circle Pines, MN 55014

866-HSD-INST

